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A Supernatural Thriller that Will Haunt Your Dreams

Prepare yourself for a chilling and suspenseful journey into the
supernatural with A.G. Strickland's latest, "In the Ravenous Dark." This
gripping thriller will keep you on the edge of your seat from beginning to
end, as it explores the dark corners of the human psyche and the terrifying
forces that lurk within.

The story centers around Dr. Samantha "Sam" Kennedy, a forensic
psychologist specializing in the occult. When a series of gruesome murders
with supernatural undertones begins to plague her city, Sam is drawn into a
dangerous game of cat and mouse with a malevolent entity determined to
unleash chaos and destruction.

As Sam investigates the killings, she quickly discovers that the victims are
not random. They are connected by a web of secrets and past sins that
have come back to haunt them in the most horrifying way. With each new
victim, Sam gets closer to unraveling the truth behind the supernatural
killer, but she also risks becoming its next target.

Strickland masterfully creates an atmosphere of suspense and dread that
permeates every page. The eerie setting, the terrifying creatures, and the
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constant threat of danger combine to create a palpable sense of unease
that will linger in your mind long after you finish reading.

The characters in "In the Ravenous Dark" are complex and well-developed.
Sam is a strong and determined heroine who faces her fears head-on,
even when it puts her life in danger. Her supporting cast, including her
skeptical partner Detective Mike Carter and the enigmatic Father John, add
depth and nuance to the story.

What sets "In the Ravenous Dark" apart from other supernatural thrillers is
the depth of its exploration of the human condition. Strickland does not shy
away from the darker aspects of humanity, and she uses the supernatural
elements to illuminate the frailty and vulnerability of the human soul.

The supernatural entities in the book are not mere monsters but
manifestations of our own fears, desires, and regrets. They are the
embodiment of the darkness that lurks within us all, waiting for the right
moment to break free.

As Sam delves deeper into the investigation, she must confront her own
inner demons and the past she has tried to bury. The supernatural killer
becomes a mirror, reflecting her deepest fears and forcing her to confront
the parts of herself she has long denied.

"In the Ravenous Dark" is a powerful and thought-provoking thriller that will
challenge your beliefs and leave you questioning the nature of reality. It is a
story that will stay with you long after you finish reading, as it explores the
darkness that resides in both the human heart and the supernatural realm.



If you are a fan of supernatural thrillers, then "In the Ravenous Dark" is a
must-read. It is a well-written, suspenseful, and thought-provoking novel
that will keep you on the edge of your seat from beginning to end.
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